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2018, A VINTAGE YEAR

OHNSTON RACING broke

yet another record last month

when The Last Debutante

stormed clear to win by 11

lengths on November 12 to become the

217th winner of the year for the yard,

smashing the previous best total of 216

notched up in 2009 and 2013.

Things didn’t stop there, though, as

by the end of racing on November 30

the total of winners for 2018 had hit

220.  And we still have December to

come.

Whatever the final tally come

December 31, a new high means

another milestone to savour in this

record-breaking year of 2018.  It has

already seen Mark become the

winningmost trainer in British history, a

feat followed by the yard securing a

record eighth double-century of winners

in a year when Arctic Sound won in

Group 3 company at Newmarket at the

end of September.  Prize-money won

has also hit record levels this year.

A huge contribution towards this

year’s figures has been made by the

juveniles. The two-year-old division has

boasted 44 individual winners, netting a

total of 81 wins from 447 runs, at a

strike rate of 18%. 

That fantastic run in itself underpins

Mark’s reputation as a good judge of a

yearling, emphasising why breeders

often tell him at the sales that they have

mixed feelings when Mark asks them to

pull out a lot for inspection; on the one

hand, they know Mark as a shrewd

player who will rarely pay top dollar for

their horse, but on the other hand they

know their horse will maximise its

chance of winning if it ends up at

Kingsley Park!

Extensive

Another aspect of this year’s

campaign is that the main spike in

winners, which normally occurs over

the summer months with a more

extensive programme of fixtures and

firmer ground conditions which often

seem to suit the yard’s horses, came

early this year. The 39 May winners

represented easily the yard’s best tally

for that month  --  the previous best in

2015 being 30  --  while a staggering 26

of those winners came in the 13-day

spell between 17 and 29 May.

Looking back to 2009, when Mark

first hit the previous record of 216

winners in a year and scored a double-

century for the first time, the numbers

represented a huge leap forward for the

yard because up until that point the

previous best annual score was 164,

achieved in 2008. 

GLANCE at the list of winners

in 2009 confirms that there

were some pretty talented

horses in the Johnston string at the time.

Lady Jane Digby, Jukebox Jury,

Awzaan, Eastern Aria, Holberg,

Drumfire and Laa Rayb are just some of

the horses who contributed to that

record score, and the whole campaign

saw Mark achieve a winning strike rate

of 18%.

Since then, although Mark was able

to equal the 2009 tally in 2013, when

Universal, Maputo, Bow Creek and

Sennockian Star were leading players,

he has never quite managed to edge

ahead of that total of 216.

But he has now  --   and there’s no

doubt he and the team will be aiming

even higher in 2019.

Oli Stammers wins on
The Last Debutante 

J Arctic Sound makes it an
8th double-century

Another record goes as 
previous best is beaten
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R TO SAVOUR . . . 

N ANY year in which one is

lucky enough to overtake a

milestone as significant as that

overtaken by Mark Johnston this

year, it would be understandable if one

could not see past that milestone as the

highlight of the season. But, while being

rightly proud of assuming the mantle of

Britain’s winningmost trainer, Mark has

found much else over which to enthuse

in this year’s campaign by Johnston

Racing, and has even re-ignited a major

ambition within himself.

“When the record-breaking winner

came along,” recalls Mark, “it was as

much a relief to finally get there as

anything else. Of course, Frankie

Dettori’s involvement was tremendous,

and he was fantastic on the day.”

“What the record underlined for me

most of all was the consistency we have

been able to achieve across the years.

Where other yards hit purple patches of

form, or shut down in bad times

complaining about the virus, we keep

going, leaving no stone unturned in the

pursuit of training winners for our

owners. 

“So to train

another century of

British winners,

our 25th in a row

and this time

achieved before

the end of June,

was very

satisfactory. It was even better to turn

that century into 200 winners, and better

still to set a new personal best for our

yearly score.”

Mark was delighted with the haul of

Stakes wins achieved across the year.

Group 2 wins were secured by Dark

Vision and Nyaleti, while five Group 3

successes were achieved courtesy of

Main Edition (twice), Marie’s Diamond,

Arctic Sound and Masham Star. No

fewer than nine Listed wins were

chalked up, too.

All things considered, the highlight on

the track was Dee Ex Bee’s thrilling run

when he finished second in the Derby.

Nyaleti also came close to success at the

top level when just losing out in the

Premio Lydia Tesio in Rome. But while

these were great performances from two

smashing horses, they do highlight the

fact that Johnston Racing finished the

year without securing a Group 1 win.

“We’ve been knocking on the door at

the top level but it is hugely frustrating

that we haven’t managed to secure a

Group 1 win,” said Mark.

“However, Dee Ex Bee’s Derby run

has set me thinking about the Derby. It’s

a race I should really be targeting, but

I’ve only maybe had five runners over

the years. You don’t win if you’re not in,

so maybe I’ll review my attitude

towards the race. It’s a major ambition

of mine to win it.”

The stable has also enjoyed huge

success with its handicappers this year,

with horse such as Communique,

Austrian School, Lucky Deal, Elegiac

and Making Miracles leading the way. 

“It’s been fantastic to see horses run

often and run well across the year,”

Mark told us. 

“Horses such as Poet’s Society and

Masham Star did brilliantly and were

kept busy throughout the season.”

Once again, Johnston Racing was able

to enhance its great record of success at

the major festivals – Royal Ascot and

Glorious Goodwood. Baghdad and Main

Edition added to our Royal Meeting roll

of honour, while the wins posted by

Communique, Dark Vision, Accordance

and Vale of Kent saw Mark crowned

Leading Trainer at the Qatar Goodwood

Festival for an amazing 12th time. 

“It’s always a relief to get on the

scoresheet at Ascot and Goodwood,”

said Mark. “There’s no doubt it’s hugely

important to be competitive at the

highest level and to be among the

winners at the best meetings British

racing has to offer.”

ARK has been particularly

pleased this year by the

performance of our stable

apprentice jockeys. 

“I think we have had the best

apprentices at Kingsley Park this year

since the days of Keith Dalgleish and

Greg Fairley,” he said. 

“Given that Oli Stammers has no

racing connections or background, I

think he has made a

fabulous start

to his riding

career, and

young Andrew

Breslin has

settled in well

since he

joined us from

Ireland at the start of this year.”

Lastly, Mark is delighted with the

continuing success and development of

the Kingsley Park partnerships. 

“It has been an exceptional year for

the partnerships off and on the track,” he

acknowledged. “Who would have

thought we would have a Group 2

winner, let alone one with the potential

of Dark Vision? The new partnerships

we offered this autumn were full within

days of being advertised.”

It has been another great year for

Johnston Racing, but, have no doubt,

Mark’s plan is to better it next year.
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The Derby’s a race I should
really be targeting. You

don’t win if you’re not in.

And John Scanlon finds Mark 
is still fired with ambition
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